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Abstract—Network firewalls act as the first line of defense
against unwanted and malicious traffic targeting Internet servers.
Predicting the overall firewall performance is crucial to network
security engineers and designers in assessing the effectiveness
and resiliency of network firewalls against DDoS (Distributed
Denial of Service) attacks as those commonly launched by today’s
Botnets. In this paper, we present an analytical queueing model
based on the embedded Markov chain to study and analyze the
performance of rule-based firewalls when subjected to normal
traffic flows as well as DoS attack flows targeting different rule
positions. We derive equations for key features and performance
measures of engineering and design significance. These features
and measures include throughput, packet loss, packet delay, and
firewall’s CPU utilization. In addition, we verify and validate
our analytical model using simulation and real experimental
measurements.
Index Terms—Network firewalls, performance modeling, performance analysis, queueing systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ETWORK firewalls act as the first line of defense in
protecting network and server resources from unauthorized access and malicious attacks. Firewalls are typically
deployed at the edge of the network or at the entry point
of a private network. Incoming and outgoing Internet traffic
is inspected by network firewalls. Based on a set of rules,
firewalls can allow or block incoming or outgoing traffic. To
accomplish this, network firewalls have a rule-based engine
that interrogates incoming packets sequentially rule by rule
until a match is found. In particular, commercial firewalls
such as the popular Cisco PIX in addition to PC-based opensource network firewalls such as Linux Netfilter and FreeBSD
ipfw have a huge rulebase or ACL (Access Control List)
comprising a list of rules, where each rule represents a set
of conditions [1]–[5]. If an incoming packet matches all
conditions of a particular rule, then a certain action is taken,
e.g., to pass or drop the packet. A packet can match the
conditions of more than one rule. In such a case, the first rule
will have priority and its action will be applied to the packet.
Accordingly, the firewall checks the rules sequentially, one by
one, until a rule is matched.
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Firewalls themselves can be subjected to malicious attacks
from the Internet as they are typically deployed at the edge of
the network. One of the most serious attacks is the Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attack. According to the 2010
Report conducted by Arbor Networks, there is a staggering
and alarming 102 percent increase of DDoS attack bandwidth
in 2010 when compared to 2009 [6]. The increase of this
bandwidth has been attributed to the exponential growth of
botnets from which such attacks originate.
In light of the above, it is becoming a design imperative to analyze the performance of network firewalls when
subjected to DDoS attacks. If network firewalls are poorly
designed to withstand DDoS attacks, the overall security
of the protected network will be jeopardized. Specifically,
there is an increasing demand for analytical models to aid
firewall designers in predicting how effective and efficient
is the network firewall under DDoS attacks. In addition,
modeling and analyzing the performance of network firewalls
can be extremely useful in gaining a deeper understanding
of firewalls’ behavior and characteristics. Firewall designers
and system administrators can identify bottlenecks and key
parameters that impact its performance, and then perform
the necessary tuning for optimal performance. Analysis can
provide quick answers to numerous design and operational
questions. For instance, firewall designers can use analysis
to carry out a first cut design to reduce the set of design
alternatives and then use simulations and/or experiments to
assess few good designs before building and deploying the
system. In this paper, we present an analytical queueing model
developed for the study and analysis of the performance of
rule-based (also known as list-based) firewalls. Rule-based
firewalls are the most widely deployed among other types of
firewalls [7].
This paper builds on and significantly extends our preliminary work presented in [8]. The most notable extensions
include a detailed analysis and mathematical derivations of
a number of key performance measures namely throughput,
delay, CPU utilization, and packet loss. In [8], a brief analysis
and preliminary results were presented only for firewall’s
throughput and delay. In addition, this paper presents an easy
to implement algorithm for the derivation of the state probabilities of the introduced Markov chain model. Furthermore, this
paper presents and experimental verification and validation of
the analytical model. Finally, this paper offers more insights
into the understanding of firewalls’ behavior and performance,
particularly in terms of how the firewall’s throughput and CPU
utilization are affected under DoS attack flows of varying rates.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III presents our analytical model
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of a finite queueing system which represents and captures
network firewall behavior and dynamics. Section IV is dedicated to the verification and validation of our analytical model
and describes our experimental setup. Section V presents and
compares analytical and experimental performance results of
a network firewall under normal traffic flows and DoS attack
flows targeting different positions in the rulebase. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper and describes future work.
II. R ELATED WORK
The literature comprises little or no work on modeling
and performance analysis of network firewalls, particularly
under DoS attacks. The majority of research work that exists
in the literature is geared towards improving the overall
firewall performance by proposing techniques to optimize and
detect misconfiguration in firewall security policies as reported
in [9]–[19]. In [20], two optimization approaches on using
Ternary Content Addressable Memories (TCAM) chip have
been presented. TCAM chip is a hardware chip dedicated for
fast packet classification. Acharya, et al. in [7] developed a
simulation framework to study and analyze firewall operations
in order to improve its performance against dynamically
changing network traffic characteristics. In [21] and [22], an
experimental evaluation of firewall performance is presented
using firewall analysis tools. Some work has also been done
on the analysis of firewalls vulnerability to traffic-specific
attacks, such as IP spoofing attacks [23]. In [24], performance
metrics for vulnerabilities resulting from firewall operations
are presented and analyzed. In [25], a traceroute technique
was used to determine whether or not a particular packet can
pass from an outside remote host to a destination host behind
a firewall.
The analysis presented in this paper is based on a queueing
model with multi-phase service. In the literature, multi-phase
queueing systems are studied to some extent, particularly in
the work presented in [26]–[29]. However, these studies only
offer general guidelines on how to analyze such queueing
systems, with no handling of the problem at hand, particularly with regards to solving state-transition probabilities and
finding a closed-form solution for the general distribution of
the service times. Such a solution is required to derive the key
performance characteristics of the system. Other related work
on two-phase queueing systems was presented by Krishna and
Lee in [30] and then by Doshin in [31]. However this particular
work considers a separate infinite queue for each service phase
and with only two phases of service, which does not capture
our particular system behavior where we have a finite buffer.
In fact, all solutions for infinite queueing systems require that
the arrival rate to be less than the service rate; otherwise, the
system will be unstable. With today’s Gigabit and 10 Gigabit
Ethernet networks, such stability requirement is not practical
as arrival rate of packets can far exceed the service rate of
network servers.
Our analytical model can be used to analyze firewall
performance when the firewall is subjected to normal traffic
flows as well as DoS attack flows. The performance can
be analyzed when launching DoS attack flows targeting top
and bottom rules. Analyzing the performance of a firewall
when targeting bottom rules is of a paramount importance
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to network designers and security engineers to assess the
resiliency of the firewall against worst-case DoS attacks. It was
shown in [5] that bottom rules can be remotely discovered by
an outside attacker. An attacker then can launch a complexityalgorithmic attack that primarily target bottom rules, and effectively degrading rapidly the performance of a firewall with
a low-rate DoS attack flow. Complexity-algorithmic attacks,
which have been first described in [32], are a class of low-rate
DoS attacks that exploit algorithmic deficiencies in software
design. The authors in [33]–[36] have shown how complexity
algorithmic attacks can be mounted against network servers
including Linux, Snort NDIS (Network Intrusion Detection
System), and IPSs (Intrusion Prevention Systems).
III. A NALYTICAL M ODEL
In this section, we present a finite queueing model to
represent the behavior and study the performance of a rulebased network firewall. Typically, and as shown in Figure 1,
incoming packets carrying requests arrive at the firewall and
get queued for processing in multiple stages. The first stage
involves performing data-link and network layer functionalities, and subsequently the firewall rulebase search engine is
activated to process incoming packets. Specifically, in Linux
and FreeBSD [37]–[39], incoming packets are received by
the Rx NIC (Receiving Network Interface Card) and copied
using DMA (Direct Memory Access) into the Rx DMA Ring.
The Rx DMA Ring is the receiving buffer and is located
within the kernel memory. After successfully queueing the
received packet into the Rx DMA Ring, an interrupt is
generated to notify the device driver of the reception of a
new packet. The device driver starts executing Data Link
layer (known as Layer 2) functionalities and then invokes
the kernel IP processing task. The kernel packet processing
is responsible for performing IP Network layer (known as
Layer 3) functionalities which include checking headers for
errors, looking up routing tables, and forwarding the packet
to the next destination or delivering it to user application, or
in our case, to get processed or interrogated sequentially by
the firewall rulebase search engine one rule at a time until a
rule match occurs.
Figure 2 illustrates a finite queueing model to capture the
behavior and dynamics of the system represented in Figure 1.
In this model, incoming packets arrive to the firewall with an
arrival rate λ. The queueing system has a buffer of K packets
with a queue size of K − 1. A packet is first queued in the
buffer and then served by the first stage consisting of kernel’s
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Our finite queueing system with a multi-stage service can be
represented and analyzed by an embedded Markov chain with
a state space S = {(k, n), 0 ≤ k ≤ K, 0 ≤ n ≤ N }, where
k denotes the number of packets in the system and n denotes
the stage number that the CPU is performing. The queueing
system has a queue size of K − 1. When n = N , the CPU
is performing packet processing, and when n = 1 · · · N − 1,
the CPU is performing rule interrogations. A rule match and
trigger will occur at stage number N − 1 (or rule number M ).
In other words, state (0, 0) represents the special case when
the system is empty. States (k, n) represent the states where
the CPU is busy handling rule n. States (k, N ) represent the
states where the CPU is busy handling packet processing. The
rate transition diagram is shown in Figure 3.
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packet processing with a mean service time 1/μ. Next, the
packet is subjected to the firewall rulebase whereby each rule
is interrogated sequentially until there is a matching rule at
position M . The interrogation service time of each rule has a
mean 1/r. It is to be noted that incoming packets are served
sequentially in N stages, such that N = 1 + M , where M
is the position of the matching rule in the rulebase. A new
packet enters Stage 1 of kernel’s packet processing only after
the previous packet has departed the queueing system, i.e. left
Stage N , when rule number M was triggered. The execution
of all stages is mutually exclusive. That is, if one of the stages
is running, no other stage will be running. This is the typical
situation and the current Linux implementation in which the
CPU executes one network task at a time [37]. We assume
that incoming packets follow a Poisson arrival λ and all of the
service times are independent and exponentially distributed
with means of 1/r and 1/μ, as shown in Figure 2. Packets
are serviced according to FCFS (First Come First Served)
discipline. In practice, r > μ , since the service time of packet
processing involving device driver handling and network IP
processing is on average much larger than that of processing
individual rules.
In the following sections, we present two analytical models.
The first model represents the behavior of a rule-based network
firewall when all incoming packets are matched with a single
rule at position M . The second model extends the first one to
capture the behavior of a firewall when different rule positions
are triggered.
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Let pk,n be the steady-state probabilities at state (k, n).
The steady-state balance equations are shown for each state
as follows:
State (0, 0)
0 = −λp0,0 + μp1,N
State (1, N )
0 = −(λ + μ)p1,N + rp1,N −1
State (1, n)
0 = −(λ + r)p1,n + rp1,n−1
(2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1)
State (1, 1)
0 = −(λ + r)p1,1 + λp0,0 + μp2,N
State (k, N )
0 = −(λ + μ)pk,N + λpk−1,N + rpk,N −1
(2 ≤ k ≤ K − 1)
State (k, n)
0 = −(λ + r)pk,n + λpk−1,n + rpk,n−1
(2 ≤ k ≤ K − 1) ; (2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1)
State (k, 1)
0 = −(λ + r)pk,1 + λpk−1,1 + μpk+1,N
(2 ≤ k ≤ K − 1)
State (K, N )
0 = −μpK,N + λpK−1,N + rpK,N −1
State (K, n)
0 = −rpK,n + λpK−1,n + rpK,n−1

(2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1)

State (K, 1)
0 = −rpK,1 + λpK−1,1 .
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Therefore, the state probabilities of pk,n can be expressed
recursively in terms of p0,0 as follows:
From state (0, 0),
 
λ
p1,N =
(1)
p0,0
μ
From state (1, N ),



p1,N −1 =
From state (1, n),

λ+μ
r


p1,N

(2)




λ+r
p1,n
r
(2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1)

p1,n−1 =

From state (1, 1),



p2,N =

λ+r
μ



 
λ
p1,1 −
p0,0
μ

(3)

(4)

From state (k, N ),

 

λ+μ
λ
pk,N −1 =
pk,N −
pk−1,N
r
r
(2 ≤ k ≤ K − 1)

(5)

From state (k, n),

 

λ+r
λ
pk,n−1 =
pk,n −
pk−1,n
r
r
(2 ≤ k ≤ K − 1, 2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1)

(6)

From state (k, 1),

 

λ+r
λ
pk+1,N =
pk,1 −
pk−1,1
μ
μ
(2 ≤ k ≤ K − 1)
From state (K, N ),
pK,N −1 =

μ
r

pK,N

 
λ
−
pK−1,N
r

pK,n−1

From state (K, 1),
pK,1

1+

(8)

4:

C1 ← λ/μ; C2 ← (λ + μ)/r; C3 ← (λ + r)/r;
C4 ← (λ + r)/μ; C5 ← λ/r; C6 ← μ/r;

5:

P[1, N ] ← C1
P[1, N − 1] ← C2 × P[1, N ]
for i = N − 1 downto 2 do
P[1, i − 1] ← C3 × P[1, i]
end for
P[2, N ] ← C4 × P[1, 1] − C1
for i = 2 to K − 1 do
P[i, N − 1] ← C2 × P[i, N ] − C5 × P[i − 1, N ]
for j = N − 1 downto 2 do
P[i, j − 1] ← C3 × P[i, j] − C5 × P[i − 1, j]
end for
P[i + 1, N ] ← C4 × P[i, 1] − C1 × P[i − 1, 1]
end for
P[K, N − 1] ← C6 × P[K, N ] − C5 × P[K − 1, N ]
for i = N − 1 downto 2 do
P[K, i − 1] ← P[K, i] − C5 × P[K − 1, i]
end for
p0 ← 1/(1 + Sum(P))
P ← p0 × P
return p0 and P

8:
9:

13:
14:
15:

18:
19:
20:

(10)

N
K 

k=1 n=1

pk,n = 1

p0,0

Algorithm 1 Determining all state probabilities including p0
Input: The values of λ, μ, r, K, N
Output: p0 and Matrix P[1..K, 1..N ]
1: for all i and j such that 1 ≤ i ≤ K and 1 ≤ j ≤ N do
2:
P[i, j] ← 0
3: end for

21:

 
λ
=
pK−1,1
r

(11)

k,n

The above equation enables us to compute p0,0 by first
computing the terms pk,n /p0,0 , which requires only λ, μ and
r. Obtaining p0,0 can then be used to find all other state
probabilities {pk,n : 1 ≤ k ≤ K, 1 ≤ n ≤ N }. Algorithm 1
shows how we can obtain recursively all state probabilities
using Equations (1-10). The computation of Algorithm 1 is
optimized by first computing loop invariants (as those expressions are involving λ, r and μ) as shown in Line 4. Then, the
algorithm computes the terms pk,n /p0,0 recursively as shown
in lines 5-21. In line 22, the algorithm uses Equation 11 to
compute p0 . And in line 23, the algorithm updates the other
state probabilities by multiplying the matrix P with the scalar
value p0 .

16:
17:

(9)

1
N
K 

p
k=1 n=1

11:
12:

It is to be noted that the state probability pK,1 can be derived
from either Equation (9) or (10), which are equivalent. The
equivalency can be proved numerically.
Using the normalization condition, p0,0 can be obtained as
follows:
p0,0 +

p0 = p0,0 =

10:

From state (K, n),

 
λ
= pK,n −
pK−1,n
r
(2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1)

Dividing both sides by p0,0 , we get

6:
7:

(7)

15

22:
23:
24:

Consequently, key features and performance measures can
be derived as follows. First, the mean system throughput γ
is basically the departure rate, i.e. the rate at which packets
finish successfully after being processed by Stage N, that is
γ=μ

K

k=1

pk,N

(12)
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Equivalently, the mean system throughput γ can be expressed
as
γ = (1 − p0 )/X̄
(13)
where p0 is given in Equation (11), and X̄ is the mean service
time which is basically the sum of the mean service time of
all stages, and can be expressed as
X̄ =

N −1
(N − 1)μ + r
1
+
=
μ
r
μr

p0 + ρ − 1
1 − p0
=
ρ
ρ

(16)

where ρ = λX̄ is defined as the traffic intensity or offered
load. Alternatively, and equivalently, Ploss can be expressed
as the probability of being in states (K, 1 · · · N ), that is
Ploss =

N


pK,n

(17)

n=1

The mean number of packets K̄ in the system can be
expressed as
N
K 

K̄ =
kpk,n
(18)
k=1 n=1

Using Little’s result, the mean time spent in the system by
a job succeeding in entering the queue can be expressed as
W =

K N
K̄
1 
=
kpk,n
γ
γ
n=1

(19)

k=1

This gives the mean time spent waiting in the queue as
Wq = W − X̄ =

K N
1 
(N − 1)μ + r
kpk,n −
γ
μr
n=1

(20)

k=1

A key feature of interest is the firewall’s CPU utilization.
It is also called the carried load. The CPU utilization can be
expressed as follows
Uutil = γ X̄,

K-1 packets

S

Fig. 4.

R1

1

R2

2

RL

L

.
.
.

Multiple incoming flows with each flow matching a different rule.

(15)

where Ploss is the loss probability (or blocking) probability.
Ploss can be expressed from Equation (15) as
Ploss = 1 −

.
.
.

(14)

The departure rate γ can also be expressed as the effective
arrival rate λ which is λ(1 − Ploss ). Therefore,
γ = (1 − p0 )/X̄ = λ(1 − Ploss )

Trigger positions of
incoming flows

(21)

where γ is expressed in Equation (12). The carried load is
to be distinguished from the offered load. The offered load is
expressed as λX̄.
B. Multiple Flows
In a realistic situation, the firewall can be subjected to
multiple flows, with each flow targeting the same or different
rule. Such a situation is very common in today’s DDoS attacks
launched by botnets. In this section, we model and analyze the
performance of a firewall when subjected to multiple flows.
For simplicity, we define a flow in this paper in a loose term
such that an incoming flow will always trigger one rule. If a
flow triggers more than one rule, then it would be defined as
multiple flows. Our analytical model described earlier for one

flow can also be used to study the performance when also
having multiple incoming flows with corresponding arrival
rates {λi : 1 ≤ i ≤ S}, such that each individual flow i
triggers a particular rule in {Rj : 1 ≤ j ≤ L} of the firewall
rulebase (as illustrated in Figure 4), where S denotes the total
number of incoming flows and L denotes the size of a firewall
rulebase. It is to be noted that more than one flow can trigger
the same rule Rj .
A solution in this case can be approximated by aggregating
all flows into one aggregated flow and determining the average
matching rule position (M̄ ) for the aggregated flow. The
aggregated flow rate λ̂ can be expressed as
λ̂ =

S


λi

(22)

i=1

The average position M̄ of all matching rules for the
aggregated flow λ̂ can then be expressed as
 S 

 λi
× Mi
M̄ =
,
(23)
λ
i=1
where Mi is the matching rule position of flow i. Note that M̄
is the ceiling of the right-hand-side expression since M̄ must
be an integer.
We can estimate p0 by applying Algorithm 1 where λ is
substituted by λ̂ and N is substituted by M̄ +1. The remaining
input parameters μ, r and K are the same. Equations (12-21)
can then be used to compute the performance measures of the
aggregated flow. For individual flows, performance measures
can also be computed. For example, the individual throughput
γi can be expressed as
γi =

λi

× γ̂
(24)
λ̂
where γ̂ is the aggregated throughput given in Equation (12).
Finding γi can be used to compute other performance measures of flow i. For example, the CPU utilization per flow
Uutil,i can be expressed using Equation (21) as
Uutil,i = γi X̄.

(25)

Finally, it is to be noted that the average packet delay Wi is
the same as average packet delay for aggregated flow W , i.e.
the average packet delay can be expressed using Equation (19)
as
K̄
(26)
W = Wi =
γ̂
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The same is also true for the packet loss per flow Ploss,i
being equivalent to the packet loss of aggregated flow Ploss
given by Equation (16).

C. Infinite Queue
A related issue of special interest is considering an infinite
queue with multiple stages of service. In this case, the solution
can be approximated using our analytical model with a large
buffer size, e.g. K = 10, 000. On the other hand, a more
accurate solution can be found when modeling the system as
an M/G/1 queueing system with a service time having a
general distribution with a density function b(x). The coefficient of variation Cs = V ar(x)/X̄ can be determined,
and the Pollaczek-Khinchin (P-K) formula can be used to
find closed-form expressions for key features and performance
measures [26]. Such closed-form expressions are presented
and tabulated elegantly in [40]. The mean X̄ is expressed in
Equation 14 and the variance V ar(x) can be expressed as
follows:
⎧
N −1
1
⎪
⎪
+ 2 if μ = r,
⎪
⎨ r2
μ
X̄ =
⎪
⎪
N
⎪
⎩
if μ = r
μ2

D. Limitations
Our analytical solution assumes that packet arrivals follow
Poisson distribution with fixed packet size, and the services
time follow Exponential distribution. For certain types of
network traffic, assuming Poisson arrivals is adequate. In [41],
it was concluded that modeling the voice traffic as Poisson
with fixed-size packets gives adequate approximation, especially when the voice traffic is high. However, for general
traffic such as Ethernet, network packets are not of fixed size,
and their arrivals do not always follow a Poisson process
but are rather bursty [42]–[44]. Also in reality, service times
are not necessarily always exponential. An analytical solution
becomes intractable and not a trivial task when considering
variable-size packets and non-Poisson arrivals, and when also
considering general service times. The impact of having bursty
traffic and having general distribution for packet sizes and
service times can be best modeled and studied using DES
(Discrete Event Simulation) [40]. Despite of all of these
limitations and adopted assumptions, the results obtained from
our analysis were closely matching to results obtained from
actual experimental measurements, as will be demonstrated in
Section V.

E. Summary of Key Performance Measures
As a quick reference, Table I lists the equation numbers
for the key features and performance measures for firewall
when a firewall is subjected to either a single flow or multiple
flows. The performance measures include throughput, packet
loss, packet delay and CPU utilization.
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TABLE I
Q UICK R EFERENCE FOR K EY P ERFORMANCE M EASURES
Metric

Single Flow

Throughput
Packet loss
Packet Delay
CPU Utilization

(12) or (13)
(16) or (17)
(19)
(21)

Multiple Flows
Aggregated Flows
Individual Flow
(12) or (13)
(24)
(16) or (17)
(16)
(19)
(26)
(21)
(25)

IV. V ERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
To verify the correctness of our analytical models, we
developed a discrete-event simulation taking into account the
same assumptions as those in the analysis. The simulation
followed closely the guidelines given in [45]. We used the
PMMLCG as our random number generator [45]. The simulation was automated to produce independent replications with
different initial seeds that were ten million apart. During the
simulation run, we checked for overlapping in the random
number streams and ascertained that such a condition did
not exist. The simulation was terminated when achieving a
precision of no more than 10% of the mean with a confidence
of 95%. We employed and implemented dynamically the
replication/deletion approach for means discussed in [45]. In
such approach, only values beyond the warmup period from
each simulation replication are used to estimate the mean.
We computed the length of the initial transient period using
the MCR (Marginal Confidence Rule) heuristic developed by
White [46]. Each replication run lasts for five times of the
length of the initial transient period. Simulation results for all
performance metrics were very much in line with those of
analysis, which imply that our analytical model is correct.
To validate our analytical model, we compare our analysis
results to actual real experimental measurements reported
in [5]. Figure 5 illustrates the experimental setup and testbed.
In [5], reported measurements include firewall throughput,
packet loss, CPU utilization, and packet delay. These measurements were taken when subjecting the firewall to two
types of traffic: (1) normal traffic, and (2) DDoS traffic
targeting different rules located at different positions in the
firewall rulebase. The experiment comprised four modern
Linux machines connected using Gigabit Ethernet links as
shown in Figure 5. The four machines were all Intel Pentium
4 processors running at 3.2 GHz with 512 MB of RAM. The
network cards were 3COM Broadcom NetXtreme Gigabit Ethernet with BCM5701 controller. All machines were running
with Fedora Core 5 Linux 2.6.15 and with the default tg3 NIC
device driver.
To generate normal traffic to pass through the firewall, we
used the open-source D-ITG 2.4.4 generator [47]. To generate
a single unidirectional flow, D-ITG has to be configured to
send UDP traffic using the ITGSend agent to ITGRecv [47]
where statistics are collected. NTP (Network Timing Protocol)
protocol was used in order to synchronize timing between
the ITGSend and ITGRecv machines. This was necessary to
measure accurately the one-way packet delay. To generate DoS
traffic, we used KUTE [48]. KUTE is an open-source kernellevel UDP traffic generator. For our measurements, the CPU
utilization was measured by the sar Linux utility. However, the
throughput, packet loss, and round trip time were measured by
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Linux Netfitler
Firewall

Receiving normal traffic
(using ITGSend)

Switch

V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Receiving normal traffic
(using ITGRecv)

DoS Attack Machine
(using KUTE)

Fig. 5.

DMA Rings are set to 512 packets, according to the header
definition in /net/drivers/tg3.h

Experimental setup.

D-ITG. We have used the smallest packet size of 64 bytes for
generating flows by KUTE and D-ITG. Smallest packet size
was used to generate the maximum traffic rate. More details
on measurement and configuration setup can be found in [5].
We setup the firewall with Linux Netfilter and we created a
ruleset using iptables commands that includes rules for D-ITG
traffic as well as 10,000 other dummy rules. We configured
the Linux Netfilter to accept and pass D-ITG traffic, but to
drop probing packets. Rules related to D-ITG traffic or normal
were positioned at the beginning of the firewall’s ruleset.
As discussed earlier, the firewall performance in terms of
throughput, packet loss, and round trip time will be measured
by the D-ITG being sent and received. The other 10,000
dummy rules were created without chains using a shell script
of iptables command with each rule having its own same
conditions of ”any” except for the source MAC address. All of
these dummy rules were encoded with UDP protocol type. We
used a condition for source MAC addresses since they were
experimentally found to be computationally more expensive.
This is because the MAC address is one of the last conditions
to be checked by Netfilter within a rule [3].
We measured the average processing time per rule (i.e.
1/r) to be 0.05 μs. We measured this by instrumenting the Linux code with timestamps at the start and finish points of Netfilter processing in Linux kernel function
ip_local_delvier_finish located in ip input.c file
as illustrated in [3]. For timestamps, we used the rdtscl
macro which basically implements the assembly instruction
of rdtsc (read time stamp counter) and returns the number
of CPU cycles since system bootup. We took 1000 reads when
subjecting the firewall to a low KUTE traffic rate λ of 1000
pps (packets per second) for a duration of one full second.
The difference between the start and finish timestamps were
summed in memory in a single variable, and then the mean
value was obtained by dividing this summed value by 1000.
We found that the mean value for 1/r was approximately
0.5 ms for interrogating 10,000 rules, or 0.05 μs per rule.
Similarly, we measured the average kernel’s processing time of
device driver and IP processing (i.e. 1/μ) by instrumenting the
Linux code with timestamps from the point of packet reception
in the device driver (at start of function tg3_interrupt()
in tg3.c file) until the start point of delivery to Netfilter processing (in ip_local_delvier_finish() in ip input.c
file) We found the mean value for 1/μ to be approximately
2.65 μs. Finally, the default maximum for both the Tx and Rx

In this section, we report experimental and analysis results
of the firewall performance in terms of various key measures which include throughput, packet loss, firewall’s CPU
utilization, and packet delay. In particular, we report results
of these key performance measures when sending a normal
traffic and when subjecting the firewall to DoS traffic targeting
different rules. In addition, we report analytical results and
offer interpretation in order to gain a deeper insight in the
firewall dynamics and behavior. For clarity reasons, results of
simulation were not reported in the figures as they were closely
matching those of analysis curves. For all of experimental
results reported and shown in this section, we performed
three experimental trials and final results are the average of
these three trials. For each trial, we recorded the results after
the generation of a flow with a specific rate for a sufficient
duration of 30 seconds.
Figure 6 shows the performance impact on firewall performance when launching DoS attacks with different rates
targeting different rule positions. The impact was measured
by having ITGSend generates a normal constant UDP traffic
flow at a rate of 10 Kpps. We setup the first rule in the
ruleset of the Linux Netfilter to pass such traffic. We measured the performance degradation in terms of packet loss,
throughput, CPU utilization, and one-way delay when sending
ITG normal traffic and when subjecting the firewall to DoS
attack flows of different rates and targeting different rules. We
set the DoS attack flows to target firewall rules at position
1000, 5000, and 10000. In practice, DoS attack flow that
targets rules positioned at 5,000 and 10,000 can represent
complexity-algorithmic DoS attacks that target last-matching
rules, whereas DoS attack flow that targets rules positioned at
1000 can represent traditional DoS attacks.
Figure 6 exhibits analysis curves and actual experimental
measurements of the performance of the 10 Kpps normal
ITG flow. The results from analysis and experimental measurements are closely matching when it comes to throughput,
packet loss, and CPU utilization. However, the results obtained
from experiments for one-way packet delay are shown to take
the same shape of the curves but relatively higher than those of
analysis, as exhibited in Figure 6(d). The reason for the extra
delay obtained from experiments is due to the nature of the
experiment setup whereby the delay is measured at the sender
machine, and includes more than the delay encountered at
the Linux Netfilter firewall machine. The experimental delay
includes the delay from sending the packet by ITGSend at
the sender machine, the delay at the firewall, the delay at the
receiver machine of receiving packets by ITGRecv, in addition
to transmission and queueing delays at the switch and links.
For CPU utilization, it is observed from Figure 6(c) that
the analysis curves of the firewall CPU utilization are closely
matching those of experimental measurements when DoS
attack flows target rules positioned at 5,000 and 10,000.
However, when targeting rules positioned at 1000, the CPU
utilization analysis curve is observed to be slightly higher
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than those of experimental results. The reason of this can
be attributed to the fact that targeting rules at 1000 does not
impose heavy processing requirement, leaving CPU processing
power to be consumed by other lower-priority user processes
or system tasks, thereby increasing slightly the reading of CPU
utilization. However, when high-priority kernel processing
consumes most of the CPU power (as is the case when

targeting 5,000 and 10,000 rules), other low-priority tasks
and processes do not run. In other words, at high rates, the
CPU is primarily dedicated to the processing of firewall rules.
This is supported by the fact when the DoS rate becomes
higher (i.e. beyond 10 Kpps), the CPU utilization analytical
curve of targeted rule 1000 starts matching closely those of
experimental measurements.
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Figure 6(a) exhibits the degree of throughput degradation of
normal traffic launched by ITG when the firewall is subjected
to DoS attacks launched by KUTE. Figures 6(b), 6(c) and
6(d) show the corresponding packet loss, CPU utilization,
and one-way packet loss. It is clear from these figures that a
slight degradation is exhibited when DoS attacks are targeting
top rules, whereas significant degradation is exhibited when
DoS attacks target bottom rules such as those positioned at
5,000 and 10,000. More specifically, when targeting bottom
rules, severe and noticeable degradation can be observed with
relatively low-rate DoS attacks of around 1 Kpps and 3
Kpps when targeting rules positioned at 10,000 and 5,000,
respectively. However, when targeting the top rule positioned
at 1000, degradation is exhibited only at high-rate DoS attacks
of around 18 Kpps. Therefore, it can be concluded that
targeting rules at the bottom of the ruleset can be severely
detrimental to the performance of the firewall. The firewall
performance is acceptable when DoS attacks (of up to a rate
of 18 Kpps) targeting rules positioned around 1,000, but not
rules greater than that.
To gain a deeper insight into understanding the firewall’s
behavior and performance, we plot the firewall’s throughput
and CPU utilization in relation to the received DoS attack
flow targeting rule number 5,000. Figure 7 illustrates curves
obtained from analysis for the throughput and CPU utilization
with two flows: (1) the normal ITG flow with a constant rate 10
Kpps, and (2) the DoS attack flow with a rate ranging from 0 to
20 Kpps. The figure shows the throughput and CPU utilization
for individual flows of ITG and DoS as well as the aggregated
flow of the sum of ITG and DoS. We measured the throughput
of these two flows at the firewall, and measurements were
closely matching, as was the case in Figure 6(a). The CPU
utilization for individual flows could not be measured because
sar Linux utility is set up to measure only the overall CPU
utilization of the firewall.
As shown from Figure 7, the firewall reaches a saturation
point at approximately 4 Kpps. At this particular point, it is
observed from Figure 7(a) that the throughput of DoS attack
rate of KUTE start to flatten off, and also the normal ITG
traffic starts to slowly degrade. In addition, at this saturation
point, the corresponding CPU utilization of the aggregated
flow reaches 100%, as shown in Figure 7(b).
The reason for this saturation point when targeting rule
number 5,000 is that the traffic intensity or offered load
ρ = λX̄ reaches 1, that is the capacity of the system reaches
its maximum processing rate of 1/X̄, which is equivalent to
approximately 1/(2.65μs + 5000 × 0.05μs) or 3.958 Kpps.
Similarly, and as shown in Figure 6, the saturation points
when targeting rule numbers 1000 and 10,000 are observed
when approaching their maximum processing rates. The slow
degradation of the normal and constant rate of ITG traffic
beyond the saturation point of 4 Kpps, as observed in Figure 7(a), is attributed to the fact that the packet loss probability
starts to increase as the incoming DoS attack rate increases,
thereby decreasing the throughput gradually of the constant
rate of ITG traffic. This is also confirmed by Figure 7(b) in
which the corresponding CPU utilization given to processing
ITG traffic also decreases gradually. On the other hand, it is
shown that the CPU utilization resulting from the DoS attack

flow continues to gradually increase beyond the saturation
point. This gradual increase can be attributed to the continued
increase of incoming rate of DoS flow. It is to be noted
that the throughput of DoS flow flattens off and is sustained
approximately at the saturation point, as the system can not
process more than its maximum capacity of 3.958 Kpps,
despite the continued gradual increase of incoming DoS attack
traffic rate.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have presented and validated an analytical model to
study and analyze the performance of rule-based network
firewalls. From the model, we have derived key features and
performance measures of engineering and design significance.
These key features and measures include throughput, packet
loss, packet delay, and CPU utilization. The model can be used
to measure the performance when the firewall is subjected to
normal traffic flows as well as DoS attack flows targeting
different rule positions. It was demonstrated that targeting
rules at the bottom of a relatively large ruleset can be severely
detrimental to the performance of the firewall. As a good
design practice and vital countermeasure against DoS attacks
that target bottom rules, it is recommended to minimize
the size of the firewall ruleset or to rearrange dynamically
rules so that bottom rules can be served at the top of the
ruleset, thereby making it harder to launch such complexityalgorithmic attacks that target bottom-rules. As a future work,
we plan to model and analyze the performance of different
solutions to mitigate DoS attacks targeting bottom rules.
Specifically, we plan to study and analyze the performance of
firewalls when implementing the mitigation solution of realtime dynamic re-ordering of the ruleset in which frequently
triggered rules are placed on the top of the ruleset.
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